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Toshiba tv 42 inch price

Home › Toshiba › 42L7453DG Display: 42 in, IPS, Direct LED, 1920 x 1080 pixelsViewing angles (H/V): 178 ° / 178 °Static contrast: 1600 : 1, Dynamic contrast: 7000000 : 1Refresh rate: 100 Hz / 120 HzFrame interpolation: 1500 AMR (Active Motion & Resolution)TV tuner: Analog (NTSC/PAL/SECAM), DVB-T, DVB-C, DVB-T2Cores: 2Dimensions: 960
x 560 x 70 mmWeight: 10.2 kg Add to compare Suggest an edit Display: 42 in, IPS, Direct LED, 1920 x 1080 pixelsViewing angles (H/V): 178 ° / 178 °Static contrast: 1600 : 1, Dynamic contrast: 7000000 : 1Refresh rate: 100 Hz / 120 HzFrame interpolation: 1500 AMR (Active Motion & Resolution)TV tuner: Analog (NTSC/PAL/SECAM), DVB-T, DVB-C,
DVB-T2Cores: 2Dimensions: 960 x 560 x 70 mmWeight: 10.2 kg The information on this website is provided on "as is, as available basis" without warranty of any kind. DisplaySpecifications is not responsible for any omissions, inaccuracies or other errors in the information it publishes. All warranties with respect to this information are disclaimed.
Reproduction of any part of this website in its entirety or partially or in any form or medium without prior written permission is prohibited. The trademarks, marques and logos of the manufacturers of devices, software, hardware, etc. are the property of their respective owners. cookie policy | terms of use about us | contact us | news © 2022
displayspecifications.com SORT BY Price: High to Low Price: Low to High Popularity Newest First products similar to Toshiba 39 To 42 Inch TV Price In India Best products similar to Toshiba 39 To 42 Inch TV Price In India Models Price Xiaomi Mi TV 4A 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹17,999 Noble Skiodo BLT39OD01 39 Inch HD Ready LED TV
₹14,799 OnePlus 40Y1 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹22,999 Xiaomi Mi TV 4A Horizon 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹21,999 Thomson 40M4099 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹19,999 Vu 40SM 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹16,999 Kodak 40FHDX7XPRO 40 inch Full HD Smart LED TV ₹16,999 Blaupunkt Cybersound 40CSA7809 40 inch HD
ready Smart LED TV ₹15,990 The rate provided in this list has been sourced from online stores however you can use this online price of Toshiba Televisions as a benchmark for offline negotiations in all popular Indian cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Pune and Hyderabad. Summary (4)features3D TV: No, Smart TV: No, Curved TV: No3D
TV: No, Smart TV: No, Curved TV: No--connectivity1 USB Ports, 2 HDMI Ports1 USB Ports, 1 HDMI Ports--display42 Inch, LED, Full HD, 1920x108040 Inch, LED, Full HD, 1920x1080--design959 x 570 x 56.2 mm, Weight: 9.2 kg, Colour: Black---connectivityports (10)hdmi ports1(Side), 1(Rear)1--usb supportsAudio, Video, ImageAudio, Video, Image--rf
inputanalog coaxial ports1(Rear)---component outputrgb input ports1(Rear)---composite inputaudio video cable ports2(Rear)1--mhl enabledYes---usb ports1(Side), 1(Rear)1--nfc portsNo---digitaloptical audio output ports1(Rear)---headphonespeaker output ports1(Side)---general (4)box contentsTelevision, Remote, User Manual, Warranty Card.--warranty1 Year1 Year--model42LF553040L2400--brandLGToshiba--power supply (3)voltage requirement100 - 240 V110 - 240 V--power consmption standby0.3 W---power saving modeNo---display (9)led backlight typeSlim LEDDirect LED--sizediagonal42 Inch40 Inch-- 3d tvNoNo--ultra slim tvNoNo--other display featuresTriple XD EngineCEVO Engine-typeLEDLED--localdimmingNo---curved tvNoNo--resolutionFull HD, 1920 x 1080 PixelsFull HD, 1920 x 1080 Pixels--physical design (6)weight without stand9.2 Kg---dimensions with standwxhxd959 x 611 x 218 mmmm--colourBlack---weight with stand9.5 Kg---dimensions without standwxhxd959 x 570 x 56.2 mmmm--stand colourBlack---video (3)image
formats supportedJPEG, JPS, MPO---upscalingNo---video formats supported3GP, Asf, AVI, FLV, MKV, MP4, TS, VOB, WEBM, WMV---audio (6)audio formats supportedAAC, AC3(Dolby Digital), EAC3, HEAAC, MP2, MP3, PCM, RA, WMA---total speaker output20 W20 W--output per speaker10 W10 W--speaker frequency range50 - 60 Hz50 - 60 Hz-speakers22--sound typeStereoStereo--remote (3)touch controls presentNo---universal control presentNo---internet accessNo---smart tv features (6)voice recognitionNo---other smart featuresJoystick---gamesNo---smart tvNoNo--facebook and social media integrationNo---wifi presentNo---More Details (2)Price₹ 41,399₹ 42,490--DetailsFull DetailsFull
Details-- Old TVs often contain hazardous waste that cannot be put in garbage dumpsters. Because of this, most states have laws that prohibit old TVs from being set out for garbage pickup. If you need to throw away an old TV it’s best to find a recycling program near you.Free Disposal of an Old TVMany communities hold yearly recycling events
where old TVs can be collected and properly disposed of for free. If you want to dispose of your TV immediately, you should call your local waste disposal company. Many waste disposal companies will allow paying customers to drop off their old TV for free recycling. Make sure you bring your driver’s license or a copy of your latest utility bill to show
proof of residency at the recycling site.TV Disposal in PittsburghPennsylvania Resources Council (PRC) hosts a number of Hard to Recycle Collection Events throughout Allegheny County every year. PRC ensures that old TV’s are recycled responsibly and safely by working with recyclers who are eStewards certified.PRC accepts TVs for around $30
per unit. A large TV will cost more to recycle. Rear projector and console TVs are around $40 per unit. Disassembled TVs will not be accepted.Steps to Follow Before Disposing of an Old TVBefore bringing your TV to a recycling drive it’s important to note the following: If possible, the old TV should be restored to factory settings to protect your
privacy. Use a twist tie or the cord itself to bundle up the cord into a knot. Use a dolly to transport the old TV. Best Buy TV DisposalBest Buy offers in-store recycling for old TVs in the $25 range per console. For residents in Pennsylvania and Illinois, Best Buy recommends MRM e-Cycling Management. MRM accepts certain brands of TVs for
recycling.Best Buy will haul away an old TV if a new TV is purchased for around $20. The old TV will be properly recycled by a licensed third-party recycler. Stand-alone pickup without a qualifying purchase is approximately $100.TV Disposal Near MeA quick and easy option for TV disposal is 1-800-GOT-JUNK. A team will come to your house, assess
the TV and quote a price. If you accept the price the team will move the TV and recycle or donate it if possible.Recycle Nation is a service offered all over the United States and provides an easy way to find a recycling location near you. Enter in your zip code and Recycle Nation will tell you the closest drop-off, curbside, mail back and pick up
locations. Recycle Nation also provides e-waste guidelines and Department of Environmental Protection contact information for every state. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Photo Courtesy: BritBox/IMDb From comedies to mysteries, British TV shows tend to have a sensibility that’s all their
own. Whether you’re into classic Doctor Who and Sherlock Holmes or newer shows like Death in Paradise and The Office (UK version), BritBox may be well worth looking into — even if you’ve already tried out Acorn TV’s British mystery-centric offerings. It’s no secret that there are too many streamers to choose from, so selecting subscriptions that
you’ll actually use and enjoy matters. With this in mind, we’ll provide an overview of the BritBox streaming app, subscription costs, and more, all of which can help you decide whether it’s right for you. How Do I Get BritBox — and What Is It? BritBox is similar to most other streaming apps in that it offers a large selection of shows and movies for
your streaming pleasure. What makes it different, however, is that all of its content is from the U.K. In fact, BritBox was created by heavyweights BBC and ITV, and boasts “the biggest streaming collection of British TV ever.” Photo Courtesy: BritBox/IMDb Offering a nice mixture of classics, newer series, and even exclusive content, BritBox really
does have a little something for everyone. If you love PBS Masterpiece shows or pretty much anything ever written by Agatha Christie, then you’ll love the platform’s mystery and drama content. More into comedies, documentaries, or current British talk shows? BritBox offers those too. Once you subscribe, you’ll be able to watch BritBox any time on
your Smart TV, tablet, smartphone, and computer — or with the help of devices like Roku and Chromecast. What Kinds of Content Does BritBox Offer? One of BritBox’s biggest strengths is that, for a niche service, it offers an impressive amount of content. When it comes to old-school sleuths, BritBox offers access to beloved British classics like
Agatha Christie’s Poirot, Miss Marple, and Midsomer Murders. But you’ll also find plenty of fun and colorful new detective shows as well. Photo Courtesy: BritBox/IMDb Be sure to check out newer mysteries like The Mallorca Files, Shakespeare and Hathaway, and New Tricks. It’s also worth adding that if you love mysteries with truly mind-blowing
endings, Jonathan Creek is quite possibly worth the subscription alone. There’s also a great selection of comedies, such as Moone Boy, which is based on the childhood adventures of actor Chris O’Dowd (Bridesmaids). You’ll also find comedy classics like Faulty Towers alongside hysterical feature-length mystery-comedies like Murder on the Blackpool
Express. BritBox also hosts plenty of dramas, ranging from period pieces like The House of Elliot to modern police dramas like Line of Duty. There’s also an entire lifestyle and documentary section that features everything from gardening shows to historical documentaries. Last but not least, you can stay on top of recently aired British morning shows
when you visit BritBox’s “Now” section. When it comes to British TV shows and movies, BritBox is definitely one of the top streaming services, alongside competitor Acorn TV (more on that later). But how much is it going to run you? The good news is that even if you’re still on the fence, you can check out the service for a full seven days without
paying a thing. Photo Courtesy: BritBox/IMDb If you’re sold after that, you can remain a subscriber for either $6.99 per month or $69.99 per year. Whether or not it’s worth signing up for another streaming subscription will completely depend on how big a fan you are of British content. For those who love solving dastardly murders on foggy, gaslit
London streets, it’s well worth the price of a subscription, especially considering that there are no pesky ads. But if British TV isn’t really your thing, then BritBox might not be for you; it’s definitely geared towards a U.K.-content-loving niche audience. That said, BritBox is actually a lot of fun and may surprise you with its offerings. If you feel like
you’ve already watched everything on Netflix twice over, then you may find a fresh, new show to liven things up a bit. How Is BritBox Different From Acorn TV? Perhaps no overview of BritBox would be complete without mentioning Acorn TV. BritBox and Acorn TV are kind of like the Netflix and Hulu of the British streaming world, so potential
subscribers often wonder what the difference is between the two. The honest answer? Not a whole lot. For the most part, the two are priced at around the same rate, though Acorn is a tad cheaper, with a monthly subscription rate of $5.99. Each is focused exclusively on content from Britain, with the occasional Canadian or Australian show thrown in,
too. Even their dashboards are very similar — simple and no-frills. Photo Courtesy: ITV/IMDb While BritBox is slightly more expensive, it also has a little more content. One of the biggest differences between the two streaming services, however, comes down to the original series offered by each. Many of the shows you’ll find on Acorn and BritBox
move back and forth between the two services every few months with the exception of the original series produced by each. BritBox’s original programming includes series like The Pembrokeshire Murders, McDonald and Dobbs, and Wild Bill, which stars Rob Lowe (Parks & Recreation). Acorn, on the other hand, offers original series such as Agatha
Raisin, Queens of Mystery, and My Life is Murder, which stars Lucy Lawless (Xena: Warrior Princess). Honestly, each of the services’ originals is delightful in their own ways, so the best way to decide between BritBox and Acorn might be to compare what each is currently offering. If you’re a fan of British TV shows, movies, or both, then you can’t go
wrong with BritBox. It really does have streaming content for a variety of tastes and moods. Other than Acorn TV, you won’t find another streaming service that offers nearly the same amount of Britain’s best content all in one place. Photo Courtesy: BritBox/IMDb BritBox also makes for a great gift if you’re not super into British TV but know someone
who’d love a subscription. Look no further than a BritBox gift certificate to delight your mystery-series-obsessed pal. And if you’re still not sure whether BritBox is for you, the good news is that you should be able to tell pretty quickly. Feel free to take a look around the service’s website — or simply take advantage of the free, week-long trial to see
how many shows pull you in. MORE FROM ASK.COM
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